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Abstract
Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) is a fundamentally important task in natural language
processing that has many applications. The recently released Stanford Natural Language
Inference (SNLI1 ) corpus has made it possible to develop and evaluate deep neural network
methods for the RTE task. Previous neural network based methods usually try to encode the two
sentences and send them together into multi-layer perceptron, or use LSTM-RNN to link two
sentence together while using attention mechanic to enhance the model’s ability. In this paper,
we propose to use the intensive reading mechanic, which means to re-read the sentence (read
the sentence again) according to the memory of the other sentence for a better understanding of
the sentence pair. The re-read process can be applied alternatively between the two sentences.
Experiments show that we achieve results better than current state-of-art equivalents.

1

Introduction

For the natural language, a common phenomenon is that there exist a lot of ways to express the same or
similar meaning. To discover such different expressions, the Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) task
is proposed to judge whether the meaning of one text (denoted as hypothesis) can be inferred (entailed)
from the other one (premise) (Dagan et al., 2006). A simple example is shown in Table 1. For many
natural language processing applications like question answering, information retrieval which need to
deal with the diversity of natural language, recognizing textual entailments is a critical step.
Most previous neural network based methods are sentence encoding-based models. They applied a
large variety of methods to encode the two sentences (premise and hypothesis), such as LSTM encoder,
GRU encoder and tree-based CNN encoder. Then combine them as the feature of this sentence pair
and send into a deep neural network for classification. However, in the sentence encoding process, the
premise and the hypothesis cannot affect each other. It is well known that the encoding procedure is
just automatically learning useful features. Without the impact between the two sentences, it is difficult
for the encoder to extract the sentence-relationship-specific features. Other methods mainly make use of
attention mechanism to capture the word-by word alignment information while training (Rocktäschel et
al., 2015) or just integrate memory network into LSTM to make the model remember more information
(Cheng et al., 2016). Among them, only the attention mechanism can make the two sentences contact
with each other. However, the word-by-word attention does not represent a better understanding of the
sentences.
When deciding the entailment relationship between a pair of sentences, what is really matters? Unlike
paraphrasing and machine translation, entailment relationship does not force the two sentences have the
same meaning. Instead, as long as the premise can cover the meaning of the hypothesis, the entailment
stands. Therefore, if the premise entails the hypothesis, that doesn’t really mean that the words in
hypothesis can be totally entailed by the words in premise. For example, “these girls are having a great
1
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Relationship
Entailment
Neutral
Contradict

Premise:
Hypothesis:
Premise:
Hypothesis:
Premise:
Hypothesis:

Premise & Hypothesis
This church choir sings to the masses as they sing joyous
songs from the book at a church.
The church is filled with song.
This church choir sings to the masses as they sing joyous
songs from the book at a church.
The church has cracks in the ceiling.
This church choir sings to the masses as they sing joyous
songs from the book at a church.
A choir singing at a baseball game.

Table 1: Example of entailment / neutral / contradict eases.
time looking for seashells” can entail “the girls are outside”. These entailment cases certainly cannot be
solved by word-by-word alignment based methods since “outside” cannot be aligned to any of the words
in the premise. Intuitively, when a human is judging the relationship of the two sentences, he/she would
first read the premise, and then read the hypothesis while considering whether it can be entailed by the
premise. Therefore, we intend to make the model more like human, namely, we require the model be
capable of reading and thinking.
In this paper, we propose a new LSTM variant called re-read LSTM unit (rLSTM), which also take the
attention vector of one sentence as an inner state while reading the other sentence. Therefore, this kind
of unit is specially designed for dual sentence modeling. Then we use a standard bidirectional LSTM
to read the premise, and use a bidirectional rLSTM to read the hypothesis. The output of the standard
BiLSTM is taken as the general input of the bidirectional rLSTM. Experiments show that our method
has outperformed the state-of-the-art approaches.

2

Related Work

Textual Entailment Recognizing (RTE) task has been widely studied by many previous work. Firstly, the
methods use statistical classifiers which leverage a wide variety of features, including hand-engineered
features derived from complex NLP pipelines and similarity between sentences (T and H) and sentence
pairs ((T 0 , H 0 ) and (T 00 , H 00 ))(Malakasiotis and Androutsopoulos, 2007; Jijkoun and de Rijke, 2005;
Wan et al., 2006; Zanzotto and Moschitti, 2006; Wang and Neumann, 2007; Dinu and Wang, 2009;
Nielsen et al., 2009; Malakasiotis, 2011). This kind of methods are hard to generalize due to the
complexity of feature engineering. Moreover, the hand-engineered features usually cannot represent
implicit meanings of sentences.
Secondly, (Hickl, 2008; Sha et al., 2015; Shnarch et al., 2011b; Shnarch et al., 2011a; Beltagy et al.,
2013; Rios et al., 2014) extract the structured information (discourse commitments or predicate-argument
representations) in T -H pair and check if the information in T contains or can infer the information in
H. Probabilistic methods are used for recognizing the entailment. However, these work are still based
on hand-engineered features which is not easy to generalize.
Recently, neural network based methods start to show its effectiveness. Based on (Bowman et al.,
2015), Rocktäschel et al. (2015) uses the attention-based technique to improve the performance of
LSTM-based recurrent neural network. Then, Yin et al. (2015) applied attention mechanic to convolution
neural network, Liu et al. (2016a) proposed coupled-LSTM, Vendrov et al. (2015) proposed ordered
embedding, Mou et al. (2016) applied Tree-based CNN, Wang and Jiang (2015) proposed matching
LSTM, Liu et al. (2016b) applied inner-attention, Cheng et al. (2016) proposed Long Short-Term
Memory-Networks to improve the performance. To free the model from traditional parsing process,
Bowman et al. (2016) combines parsing and interpretation within a single tree sequence hybrid model
by integrating tree structured sentence interpretation into the linear sequential structure of a shift-reduce
parser. Parikh et al. (2016) uses attention to decompose the problem into subproblems that can be solved
separately, thus making it trivially parallelizable.
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Figure 1: The inner architecture of the traditional LSTM unit and the re-read LSTM unit.

3
3.1

Model
Background

The LSTM architecture (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) addresses this problem of learning longterm dependencies by introducing a memory cell that is able to preserve state over long periods of time.
While numerous LSTM variants have been described, here we describe the most widely-used version.
Long short-term memory (LSTM) based recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have long been tried to
apply to a wide range of NLP tasks, including RTE (Bowman et al., 2015). We define the LSTM unit at
each time step t to be a collection of vectors in Rd : an input gate it , a forget gate ft , an output gate ot , a
et and a hidden state ht . The entries of the gating vectors
memory cell ct , candidate memory cell state C
it , ft and ot are in [0, 1]. We refer to d as the memory dimension of the LSTM. The LSTM transition
equations are listed in Eq 1.

ft = σ(Wf xt + Uf ht−1 + bf )

et = tanh(Wc xt + Uc ht−1 + bc )
C
et + ft ct−1
ct = it C

ot = σ(Wo xt + Uo ht−1 + bo )

ht = o t

it = σ(Wi xt + Ui ht−1 + bi )

(1)

tanh(ct )

where xt is the input at the current time step, σ denotes the logistic sigmoid function and denotes
element-wise multiplication. Intuitively, the forget gate controls the extent to which the previous memory
cell is forgotten, the input gate controls how much information is input to each unit, and the output gate
controls the exposure of the internal memory state. The hidden state vector in an LSTM unit is therefore
a gated, partial view of the state of the unit’s internal memory cell. Since the value of the gating variables
vary for each vector element, the model can learn to represent information over multiple time scales.
3.2

Re-read LSTM (rLSTM)

In the textual entailment recognition problem, we need to model the relationship of two sentences and
judge whether the premise can entail the hypothesis. As for human beings, maybe the most nature way
for the judging process is first read the premise, remember it, and then read the hypothesis while thinking
whether the premise can entail the hypothesis. Intuitively, we can improve the performance of RTE
by adding some human nature to deep neural network models. In this paper, we intend to make the
LSTM unit capable of thinking the relation between premise and hypothesis while reading them. Our
proposed LSTM architecture is shown in Figure 1b, we call it re-read LSTM (rLSTM). The rLSTM
unit is specially designed for dual sentence modeling, it is applied only when dealing with the second
sentence. Therefore, in Figure 1b, there is a general input to rLSTM: the premise representation. This
representation is composed of each word’s representation in the premise. The word’s representation can
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Figure 2: The architecture of our model.
be the word embedding or another plain LSTM’s output. We add an input and an output to rLSTM unit
which represents the attention over the words in the premise at time step t − 1 (At−1 ) and t(At ). Given
the attention at time t − 1 and the premise representation P , we can get the current understanding of the
premise, or the memory mt :
mt = At−1 P
(2)
where At−1 ∈ RL , P ∈ Rd×L , L represents the number of words in the premise.
The model needs to consider the entailment relationship. Therefore, the memory of the premise should
also affect the hidden state of the hypothesis. With the information of premise, the hidden state of the
hypothesis can learn more specific information for their relationship. So we add the memory of the
premise and the memory cell to affect the hidden state vector as follows:


ht = ot
tanh(ct ) + tanh(mt )
(3)
Intuitively, each time the model reads one more word in the hypothesis, it should be clearer about what
information in the premise is more important respected to the hypothesis. So the At−1 is the premise’s
attention in time step t − 1, after read one word, it became At , the information represented by which is
more focus on the relationship between the premise and the hypothesis. Therefore, the origin LSTM’s
1
memory cell can affect the attention in time step t:
α = Wp P + Wm mt + Wc Ct−1
At = sof tmax(wα)

(4)

where Wp ∈ Rd×d , Wm ∈ Rd×d , Wc ∈ Rd×d , w ∈ Rd are weight matrices or vectors.
3.3

Our Model

Our model is shown in Figure 2. We use the standard LSTM to deal with the premise. The output of the
standard LSTM hp1 , hp2 , · · · , hpn are concatenated as a matrix P :
P = [hp1 , hp2 , · · · , hpL ]
where P ∈ Rd×n , L represents the number of words in the premise.
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(5)

Train
183416
182764
183187
549367

Entailment
Neutral
Contradict
Total

Dev
3329
3235
3278
9842

Test
3368
3219
3237
9824

Table 2: Distribution of Entailment Classes in SNLI
And then, we take P as the general input of re-read LSTM (rLSTM), which is used to deal with the
hypothesis as is shown in Formula 6.
h→
hi = rLST M (P, At−1 , hhi−1 , ct−1 )

h←
hi = rLST M (P, At+1 , hhi+1 , ct+1 )
hhi =

(6)

←
[h→
hi , hhi ]

←
where the forward output h→
hi and the backward output hhi are all calculated by re-read LSTM unit. We
→
concatenate the forward output hhi and the backward output h←
hi as the final output of the bidirectional
rLSTM: hhi .
Then, we average the outputs of rLSTM as the final representation of the premise-hypothesis sentence
pair:
n
1X
S=
(7)
hhi
n
i=1

where S ∈ Rd is the final representation. Then S is fed into a logistic classifier:
O = WS + b

(8)

where W ∈ R3×d , b ∈ R3 are the parameters, O ∈ R3 is the final output of this premise-hypothesis pair,
each entry contains the score of an entailment class (entailment, neutral, contradiction).
3.4

Training

We define the ground-truth label vector y for each premise-hypothesis pair as a binary vector. If this
premise-hypothesis pair belongs to class i, only the i-th dimension y(i) is 1 and the other dimensions
are set to 0. In our model, the RTE task is classification problem and we adopt cross entropy loss as
the objective function. Given the parameters set θ = {θLST M , θrLST M , W, b}, where θLST M represents
the LSTM neural network parameters, θrLST M represents the rLSTM neural network parameters. the
objective function for a premise-hypothesis pair can be written as,
J(θ) = −

X

y(i) log(O(i)) +

i

λ
kθk2
2

(9)

To compute the network parameter θ, we maximize the log likelihood J(θ) through stochastic gradient
descent over shuffled mini-batches with the Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) update rule.

4

Experiment

In this section, we present the evaluation of our model. We first perform quantitative evaluation,
comparing our model with previous works. We then conduct some qualitative analyses to understand
how our rLSTM model works in matching the premise and the hypothesis.
4.1

Datasets and Model Configuration

We conduct experiments on the Stanford Natural Language Inference corpus (SNLI) (Bowman et al.,
2015). The original data set contains 570,152 sentence pairs, each labeled with one of the following
relationships: entailment, contradiction, neutral and −, where − indicates a lack of consensus from the
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human annotators. We discard the sentence pairs labeled with − and keep the remaining ones for our
experiments. Table 2 summarizes the statistics of the three entailment classes in SNLI.
We use 300 dimensional GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) to represent words, which is
trained on the Wikipedia+Gigaword dataset. The embeddings of unknown tokens are initialized by
random vectors.
4.2

Methods for Comparison

Although we list all of the approaches designed for recognizing textural entailment task on the SNLI
dataset in Table 3, we mainly want to compare our model with the word-by-word attention model by
Rocktäschel et al. (2015), long short term memory network model by Cheng et al. (2016) and the
decomposable attention model by Parikh et al. (2016) since they are either related to our work or achieved
the state-of-the-art performance on the SNLI corpus.
We did the following ablation experiments:
• rLSTM: our final model.
• rLSTM - C info: in this model, in the rLSTM unit, the origin memory cell Ct−1 cannot affect the
next attention At . Then the Formula 4 is changed into Formula 10. We intend to see whether the
origin memory cell’s information can help the model to focus on more important information in the
premise.
α = Wp P + Wm mt
(10)
At = sof tmax(wα)
• rLSTM - A info: in this model, in the rLSTM unit, the premise’s memory mt cannot affect the next
hidden state ht . Then the Formula 3 is changed into Formula 11, which is the origin formula of
LSTM. We intend to see whether the current understanding of the premise can help the model to
make better decision of the relation between the premise and the hypothesis.
ht = o t

tanh(ct )

(11)

• rLSTM - A&C info: in this model, in the rLSTM unit, the origin memory cell Ct−1 cannot affect
the next attention At and the premise’s memory mt cannot affect the next hidden state ht . Then the
LSTM part in the rLSTM is the same as the origin LSTM, and the attention part is updated each
step only based on the model’s understanding of the premise itself.
4.3

Quantitative Results

The experiment results are listed in Table 3. The experiment results are listed in Table 3. We can see
that when we set d to 300 our final model (rLSTM) achieves an accuracy of 87.5% on the test data,
which to the best of our knowledge is the highest on this data set. When we remove the effect of the
origin memory cell Ct−1 on the next attention At (rLSTM − C info), we found that the performance has
dropped 2.7 percent. This phenomenon shows that the memory of the hypothesis can indeed contribute
to a better understanding of the premise. When we remove the effect of the premise’s memory mt on the
next hidden state ht , the performance dropped again. That means the premise’s memory can indeed help
understand the hypothesis.
When comparing our rLSTM model with Rocktäschel et al. (2015)’s LSTM word-by-word attention
model under the same setting with d = 100, we can see that our performance on the test dataset is still
higher than that of Rocktäschel et al. (2015)’s (student t-test, p < 0.05). One advantage of our model
compared to Rocktäschel et al. (2015)’s model is that our attention is inside the LSTM unit, so that it can
be affected by the inner memory of LSTM and can also affect the LSTM’s inner state. This mechanic
can provide our model more flexibility to achieve a better result.
Our result has also outperformed Cheng et al. (2016)’s 300d LSTMN model (student t-test, p < 0.05).
LSTMN tends to use memory network to remember the sentence while making intra-attention (within
a sentence) and inter-attention (between two sentences) complement each other to get good results.
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Feature-based models
Publication
Bowman et al. (2015)
Bowman et al. (2015)
Bowman et al. (2015)
Bowman et al. (2016)
Vendrov et al. (2015)
Mou et al. (2016)
Bowman et al. (2016)
Liu et al. (2016b)
Liu et al. (2016b)
Rocktäschel et al. (2015)
Wang and Jiang (2015)
Cheng et al. (2016)
Cheng et al. (2016)
Parikh et al. (2016)
Parikh et al. (2016)
This paper
This paper
This paper
This paper

Model
Unlexicalized features
+ Unigram and bigram features
Sentence encoding-based models
100D LSTM encoders
300D LSTM encoders
1024D GRU encoders w/ unsupervised
’skip-thoughts’ pre-training
300D Tree-based CNN encoders
300D SPINN-PI encoders
600D (300+300) BiLSTM encoders
600D (300+300) BiLSTM encoders with
intra-attention and symbolic preproc.
Other neural network models
100D LSTMs w/ word-by-word attention
300D mLSTM word-by-word attention model
300D LSTMN with deep attention fusion
450D LSTMN with deep attention fusion
200D decomposable attention model
200D decomposable attention model with
intra-sentence attention
Re-read LSTM models
300D rLSTM
300D rLSTM - C info
300D rLSTM - A info
300D rLSTM - A&C info

Params
-

Train
49.4
99.7

Test
50.4
78.2

221k
3.0m

84.8
83.9

77.6
80.6

15m

98.8

81.4

3.5m
3.7m
2.0m

83.3
89.2
86.4

82.1
83.2
83.3

2.8m

85.9

85.0

252k
1.9m
1.7m
3.4m
382k

85.3
92.0
87.3
88.5
89.5

83.5
86.1
85.7
86.3
86.3

582k

90.5

86.8

2.0m
1.9m
2.0m
1.9m

90.7
88.9
90.2
88.6

87.5
84.8
87.3
84.7

Table 3: Train/test accuracies on the SNLI dataset and number of parameters (excluding embeddings)
for each approach.
However, the intra-attention is generated just according to the information of the current sentence itself
and the inter-attention focus on generating a better alignment of the two sentences without considering
a better understanding of the sentence relationship. Our model intends to better understand the relation
between two sentences by making the two sentence’s information affect each other, which helps our
model achieves good result.
4.4

Qualitative Analyses

Figure 3 listed the visualizations of the attention changing process. Figure 3a, Figure 3c, Figure 3e are
the visualization of the entailment case in Table 1. Figure 3b, Figure 3d, Figure 3f are the visualization
of the case in Section 1.
In Figure 3a, we can see that as the tLSTM is dealing with the hypothesis, the model pays more
attention on the real meaning of the two sentences instead of simple word alignment. For example,
when dealing with the word “song” in the hypothesis, the model focus more on the word “sing” in the
main clause instead of the word “sing” in the subordinate clause (Figure 3c). Figure 3b has the similar
phenomenon. After dealing with “outside”, the model tend to focus on the words related to “outside”
such as “seashells”. Instead, in Figure 3d, after remove the “A info”, the model cannot focus on useful
information any more.
In addition, when we stop allowing the hypothesis’s memory to affect the attention of the premise,
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Figure 3: The attention visualization analysis of tLSTM, tLSTM-A info and tLSTM-C info. The premise
is on the x axis, the hypothesis is on the y axis.
in Figure 3e and Figure 3f, the model’s attention performs very poor. Therefore, the test accuracy of
tLSTM−C info is much lower than tLSTM.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a special LSTM architecture for the task of textural entailment recognizing.
Inspired by the process of human reading, we bring re-read mechanic into the LSTM unit and call it
re-read LSTM (rLSTM). Re-read LSTM is specially designed for dual sentence modeling and it takes
the representation of the premise as general input when dealing with the hypothesis. There are two
main differences between rLSTM and LSTM. First, in rLSTM, the memory of the hypothesis can affect
the attention of the premise, which means the hypothesis can help the model better understanding the
premise. Second, the premise’s memory can affect the hidden state of the hypothesis, which means the
premise can provide useful information to help the model make better decision of the relation between
the premise and the hypothesis. And then, we designed an architecture for the RTE task, we use a
traditional bidirectional LSTM to deal with the premise and use bidirectional rLSTM to deal with the
hypothesis. Finally, the average of the bidirectional rLSTM’s outputs can be used for predicting the
relationship between the premise and the hypothesis.
Experiments on the SNLI corpus showed that the rLSTM model outperformed the state-of-the-art
performance reported so far on this data set. Moreover, closer analyses on the attention vectors revealed
that our rLSTM mechanics indeed provide and generate better attention on the premise, which represents
a better understanding of the sentences.
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